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Altantic Meridional Overturing
Circulation
•

Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) is the mean circulation in the Atlantic
ocean:
o transports heat polewards and modulates climate
o shows some natural and forced decadal variability
o has a potential predictability in climate models (Keenlyside et al., 2008)
‐> It is crucial to understand AMOC climate influences and underlying processes

•

In climate models, AMOC has an influence in winter, and modulate the North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO),
(Gastineau and Frankignoul, 2012; Frankignoul et al., 2013)

•

Atlantic Multidecadal Oscilation (AMO) believed to be AMOC SST signature also has
a winter influence : modulate NAO North Atlantic Oscillation
(Sutton and Hodson, 2005 ; Ting et al. 2011 ; Peings and Magnusdottir, 2014; Gastineau
and Frankignoul, in press)

Processes of winter influence :
‐ Changes of SST meridional gradient over the GS/NAC region,
‐ Stratosphere‐troposphere coupling, (Omrani et al, 2014)
But what is the role of tropical teleconnection? External forcing?

Data and Methods
Modelling framework using the coupled model IPSL‐CM5A‐LR :
• Large cold bias over midlatitude
• High‐top and realistic stratosphere‐troposphere interactions
• AMOC influence comparable to other models
Preindustrial control simulation (1000‐yr long)
(other models similar results, as shown in Gastineau and Frankignoul, 2012)

Lag 9 yr

Data and Methods
SIC (%)
AMOC influence onto SST, sea ice cover (SIC) and sea ice
temperature (SIT) in Atlantic/arctic only.
‐> regression onto AMOC‐PC1, lag 9 yrs

SIT (K)

AGCM sensitivity experiments

•

AGCM (Atmospheric General Circulation Model): atmospheric component of IPSL‐
CM5A‐LR, LMDZ5, using prescribed SST, SIC and SIT,

•

Experiment with 75 members starting October 1st to March 30th using varying SST
and SIC anomalies,

•

Same initial condition for soil/land but different atmospheric conditions.

AGCM sensitivity experiments
Name

SST conditions

Sea‐ice conditions

CTR

Climatology IPSL‐CM5A‐LR

Climatology IPSL‐CM5A‐LR

AtlALL

Anomalies from AMOC‐PC1, north of Anomalies from AMOC‐PC1, in
20°N in Atlantic Ocean.
Atlantic and Arctic Oceans.

AtlSST

Same as AtlALL

Climatology IPSL‐CM5A‐LR

AtlSST‐N

Same as AtlALL, only in Atlantic north
of 45°N

Climatology IPSL‐CM5A‐LR

AtlSST‐S

Same as AtlALL, only in Atlantic south Climatology IPSL‐CM5A‐LR
of 45°N

AtlALLx3

Same as AtlALL, multiplied by 3

Same as AtlALL, multiplied by 3

AtlSSTx3

Same as ATLSST, multiplied by 3

Climatology IPSL‐CM5A‐LR

Atmospheric response in AGCM experiements
Response of geopotential height at 500‐hPa (in m)
IPSL‐CM5A‐LR

AtlALL

AtlSST

Regression AMOC‐PC1 Lag 9

Difference AtlALL ‐ CTR

Difference AtlSST ‐ CTR

•

Atmospheric response comparable in AtlALL / AtlSST and coupled model ‐>
Atlantic SST and SIC have a large influence

•

SST‐only simulation underestimate atmospheric response ‐> SIC seems to
exert a positive feedback

Atmospheric response in AGCM experiments
Response of geopotential height at 500‐hPa (in m)

•

The SST in Northern domain
(AtlSST‐N) are large and have
the largest effect.

•

The SST in Southern domain
(AtlSST‐S) are weak but play a
significant role

•

Large non‐linearity due to
SST and SIC

Surface influence in experiments
Total heat flux, positive upward (W m‐2)

•

Negative heat flux feedback

•

Overestimation of heat flux in AGCM experiments (Barsugli and Battisti, 1998)

•

The heat flux changes over Nordic Seas are induced by sea‐ice cover anomalies

(z’z’)1/2 at 500‐hPa (m)

V’T’ at 850‐hPa (K m s‐1)

Eady Growth rate (day‐1)

IPSL‐CM5A‐LR

AtlALL

Changes associated
to stormtrack
•

Changes of meridional SST
gradient lead to modification of
stormtrack.

•

Southward shift of Eady growth
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•

Reduction of poleward heat
transport v’T’

•

Reduction of stormtrack activity

•

Reduction of the eddy driven jet in
the Atlantic and changes that
project onto negative NAO phase

Troposphere‐stratosphere coupling
Mean air temperature (in K) over polar cap (60°N‐90°N)
IPSL‐CM5A‐LR

AtlALL

•

Strong stratospheric warming (polar
vortex weak) in January that precedes
the tropospheric response

•

Stratospheric warming only present if
sea‐ice is modified

AtlSST

Troposphere‐stratosphere coupling
AtlALL

AtlSST

•

Sea ice favors planetary
waves able to lead to
stratospheric warming

•

This coincides with a
warm Eastern Arctic /
cold Western Arctic

•

The weak polar vortex
have a downward
influence onto the NAO

Conclusion
• Atmospheric experiments designed to illustrate the processes leading to the
AMOC climate influence in winter in IPSL‐CM5A‐LR:
o Direct influence from subpolar warming through the reduction of SST meridional
gradient
o Influence through the stratosphere, mainly induced by sea‐ice conditions

• Processes might be model dependent but stratospheric pathway has been
noticed in other studies (Omrani et al., 2014; García‐Serrano and Frankignoul,
submitted),
• These processes and their implication for predictability need to be further
studied.
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